
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO.  22-60701-CIV-SINGHAL 
 

APPLE CORPS LIMITED AND SUBAFILMS LIMITED,  
 

Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
 
AAA SKY; ALEJANDRO GIRON - VN9; BRYCE STORE; DAANDONG1; 
DFGDFGHFGJGHBSD; GXQTZZKJYXGS; LE THU TRANG; 
LELIANMENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.; LI. FIRM; 
LIDEJIANDEGONGSI; LONGGANGSTORE; MENGFEI ZHANG; PAN 
HAN02; SHIERYOUPIN; STREET ART TEE; UILOVE SHOP A.K.A 
JUNJUNBAIHUO; VS TEE; WINTER MELON TRADE; 
WUZEXIAN007USO; YISHANY; YUEPAI STORE; YUHONGDIANZI; 
YUNYING SHOP; 张木雷; ABDIMUKANDA-0; ADISAMUKANDA_0; 
ANADWAHYUD0; ANDHAT58; ANTOSADEW0; ANTOWIERAGUN_0; 
AYCA-8672; FRAHUD-98; HENDRSUKARMA0; JAKSAMBUN_0; 
KHOHADI-0; KUNMAHE_0; QD1440; QWWQ48; SUDIMAHADIJAY_0; 
SUPISKAND0; IIRISSHOP; JASON E. TIEMAN; MASON MINH; 
SHASHINANYIIDY; WANGLONGLONG2884; XAVI EL GRANDE; 
99TEESHOP.COM; 2020HUAWEITEE.COM; POSEIDONTEE.COM; 
LUXURIOUSHIRT.COM; DOMINIKSHIRT.COM; SERYLDATEE.COM; 
SHURELIATEE.COM; ANIMALSWILEY.COM; BASTORE.NET; 
EVERESTSHIRT.COM; BLANKETSHUB.COM; BONDTEE.COM; 
BYRANIKSI.COM; CAMAELSHIRT.COM; CASENEON.COM; 
CHECKOUT.HERLAYPRINT.COM; CHIFFONTEE.COM A.K.A. 
AMZINGPRINTS.COM; CREAMTEE.COM A.K.A. 
AMZINGPRINTS.COM; MILOTEES.COM A.K.A. LAMERTEE.COM; 
MAMMATEE.COM A.K.A LAMERTEE.COM; MOCHITEE.COM A.K.A. 
SHAMETEE.COM; TARTTEE.COM A.K.A. SHAMETEE.COM;  
TOASTTEE.COM A.K.A. SHAMETEE.COM; TOMFORDTEE.COM A.K.A. 
SHAMETEE.COM; GRINCHTEE.COM A.K.A. AMZINGPRINTS.COM; 
NEPTUNETEE.COM A.K.A. AMZINGPRINTS.COM; PIEPIETEE.COM 
A.K.A. AMZINGPRINTS.COM; PONYTEE.COM A.K.A. 
AMZINGPRINTS.COM; SHEEPSTEE.COM A.K.A. 
AMZINGPRINTS.COM; OVALTEE.COM A.K.A. AMZINGPRINTS.COM; 
OWLTEE.COM A.K.A. AMZINGPRINTS.COM; YAMTEES.COM A.K.A. 
AMZINGPRINTS.COM; ONIONSTEE.COM A.K.A. ORANGESTEE.COM; 
COLINSTORE.COM; CRUSHHOMES.COM; DESAINS.COM; 
ELLYMARTS.COM; FADOGEAR.COM; FANCLUBSP.COM; 
HEIHEIWORLD.COM; HELIOTEE.COM; HIPMODES.COM; 
HNKSHIRT.COM; MIXICLOTHING.COM A.K.A HNKMERCH.COM; 
MOUNTAINTEESHIRT.COM A.K.A. MYSIMPLYMERCH.COM; 
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MYCORONASTYLE.COM; ZOROT-SHIRT.COM A.K.A 
ALVACLOTHING.COM; LIKE-MOMMYSIDE.MYBIGCOMMERCE.COM; 
LIMORICO.CO; MAKRTEES.COM; MAVERICKPP.COM; 
MFAMILYGIFT.COM; MOVAIDO.COM; MOWMENT.COM; 
NFLTSHIRT.COM; OZCLOTH.COM; POSTILAR.COM; 
PRINTBLUR.COM; PRINTERVAL.COM; SHOPOUTSTORE.COM; 
SIMPLYIDEATEES.COM; SNAPTEESHIRT.COM; SOCKSLOVELY.COM; 
STOREBUNCH.COM; TEECASES.COM; TEEDUCKY.COM; 
TEEPUBAA.COM; TEEHZ.COM; TITI-STORE.COM; WINGFINN.COM; 
WISHINY.COM; ADANASHIRT.COM A.K.A 
GEMINIPREMIUMLDT.COM; ARMYMERCH.SHOP; 
BLUEFARMDECO.COM; BLUETEESSHIRT.COM; DMHSHIRT.COM 
A.K.A. XFROGCLOTHING.COM; HUTECHTEE.COM A.K.A 
DHMMERCH.COM; XFROGPREMIUM.COM A.K.A DHMMERCH.COM; 
NVDTEESHIRT.COM; DOVEPRINTS.COM; LAVACLOTHIN.COM; 
PODXMAS.COM; REVIEWTSHIRT.COM A.K.A. HOLLYTEES.COM; 
SHIRTSMANGO.COM; SHIRTSHIPFAST.COM; and ZIKADOO.COM each 
an INDIVIDUAL, BUSINESS ENTITY or UNINCORPORATED 
ASSOCIATION,  

 
Defendants. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

 
 Plaintiffs, Apple Corps Limited and Subafilms Limited (“Plaintiffs”) hereby sue 

Defendants, the Individuals, Business Entities, and Unincorporated Associations identified in the 

caption above, which are set forth on Schedule “A” hereto (collectively “Defendants”). Defendants 

are promoting, selling, offering for sale and distributing goods within this district bearing and using 

counterfeits and confusingly similar imitations of Plaintiffs’ respective trademarks through various 

Internet based e-commerce stores and fully interactive commercial Internet websites operating 

under the seller identities and domain names set forth on Schedule “A” hereto (collectively the 

“Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names”). In support of their claims, Plaintiffs allege as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This is an action for federal trademark counterfeiting and infringement, false 

designation of origin, common law unfair competition, and common law trademark infringement 
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pursuant to 15 U.S.C. §§ 1114, 1116, and 1125(a), The All Writs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), and 

Florida’s common law. Accordingly, this Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action 

pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1121 and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338. This Court has supplemental 

jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367 over Plaintiffs’ state law claims because those claims are 

so related to the federal claims that they form part of the same case or controversy. 

2. Defendants are subject to personal jurisdiction in this district, because they direct 

business activities toward and conduct business with consumers throughout the United States, 

including within the State of Florida and this district, through at least, the Internet based e-

commerce stores and fully interactive commercial Internet websites accessible in Florida and 

operating under the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names. Alternatively, Defendants are subject 

to personal jurisdiction in this district pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(k)(2) because 

(i) Defendants are not subject to jurisdiction in any state’s court of general jurisdiction; and (ii) 

exercising jurisdiction is consistent with the United States Constitution and laws. 

3. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 since Defendants are, 

upon information and belief, aliens who are engaged in infringing activities and causing harm 

within this district by advertising, offering to sell, selling, and/or shipping infringing products into 

this district. 

THE PLAINTIFFS 

4. Plaintiff, Apple Corps Limited (“Apple Corps”), is an incorporated limited 

company organized under the laws of the United Kingdom with its principal place of business 

located in London, United Kingdom. Apple Corps is owned by the former members of The Beatles 

and, where applicable, their successors and its principal activities are the promotion, marketing, 

and policing of the products and rights of The Beatles, such as merchandising rights and audio and 
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audio-visual content. Apple Corps owns the exclusive right by assignment from The Beatles to all 

merchandising rights of the Beatles and all other intangible rights in the name “The Beatles.” 

5. Plaintiff, Subafilms Limited (“Subafilms”), is an associated company of Apple 

Corps Limited, with its principal place of business located in London, United Kingdom. Subafilms 

is owned by Apple Corps, the former members of The Beatles and, where applicable, their 

successors. Subafilms’ principal asset is the rights in respect of the cartoon film made in 1967 

called “Yellow Submarine.”  

6. Plaintiffs are engaged in the development, manufacture, promotion, distribution, 

and sale in interstate commerce, throughout the United States, including within this district, of a 

variety of quality goods, using multiple common law and federally registered trademarks, 

including those discussed in Paragraphs 17 and 26 below. 

7. Plaintiffs’ trademarked goods are advertised, offered for sale, and sold within the 

State of Florida, including this district. Defendants, through the sale and offer to sell counterfeit 

and infringing versions of Plaintiffs’ respective branded products, are directly, and unfairly, 

competing with Plaintiffs’ economic interests in the  United States, including the State of Florida 

and causing each Plaintiff harm within this jurisdiction.  

8. Like many other famous trademark owners, Plaintiffs suffer ongoing daily and 

sustained violations of their respective trademark rights at the hands of counterfeiters and 

infringers, such as Defendants herein, who wrongfully reproduce and counterfeit Plaintiffs’ 

individual trademarks for the twin purposes of (i) duping and confusing the consuming public and 

(ii) earning substantial profits across their e-commerce stores and websites.  

9. To combat the indivisible harm caused by the combined actions of Defendants, 

Plaintiffs expend significant resources in connection with trademark enforcement efforts. The 
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exponential growth of counterfeiting over the Internet has created an environment that requires 

companies, such as Plaintiffs, to expend significant resources across a wide spectrum of efforts in 

order to protect both consumers and themselves from confusion and the erosion of the goodwill 

connected to Plaintiffs’ respective brands.  

THE DEFENDANTS 

10. Defendants are individuals, business entities of unknown makeup, or 

unincorporated associations each of whom, upon information and belief, either reside and/or 

operate in foreign jurisdictions, redistribute products from the same or similar sources in those 

locations, and/or ship their goods from the same or similar sources in those locations to shipping 

and fulfillment centers within the United States to redistribute their products from those locations. 

Defendants have the capacity to be sued pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 17(b). 

Defendants target their business activities toward consumers throughout the United States, 

including within this district, through the simultaneous operation of commercial Internet based e-

commerce stores via Internet marketplace websites under the Seller IDs or as fully interactive 

commercial Internet websites under the Subject Domain Names. 

11. Defendants use aliases in connection with the operation of their businesses, 

including but not limited to those identified by Defendant Number on Schedule “A.” 

12. Defendants are the past and present controlling force behind the sale of products 

using counterfeits and infringements of Plaintiffs’ trademarks as described herein. 

13. Defendants directly engage in unfair competition with Plaintiffs by advertising, 

offering for sale, and selling goods, each using counterfeits and infringements of one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ individual trademarks to consumers within the United States and this district through, 

at least, the Internet based e-commerce stores or commercial Internet websites using, at least, the 
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Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names, as well as additional names, e-commerce stores, seller 

identification aliases, domain names, or websites not yet known to Plaintiffs. Defendants have 

purposefully directed some portion of their illegal activities towards consumers in the State of 

Florida through the advertisement, offer to sell, sale, and/or shipment of counterfeit and infringing 

branded versions of Plaintiffs’ goods into the State. 

14. Defendants have registered, established or purchased, and maintained their Seller 

IDs and Subject Domain Names. Defendants may have engaged in fraudulent conduct with respect 

to the registration of the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names by providing false and/or 

misleading information during the registration or maintenance process related to their respective 

Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names. Many Defendants have registered and/or maintained some 

of their Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names for the sole purpose of engaging in unlawful 

infringing and counterfeiting activities. 

15. Defendants will likely continue to register or acquire new seller identification 

aliases and domain names, as well as related payment accounts, for the purpose of offering for sale 

and/or selling goods using counterfeit and confusingly similar imitations of one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ trademarks unless preliminarily and permanently enjoined. 

16. Defendants’ Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names, associated payment accounts, 

and any other alias seller identification names and domain names used in connection with the sale 

of counterfeit and infringing goods using one or more of Plaintiffs’ respective trademarks are 

essential components of Defendants’ online activities and are the means by which Defendants 

further their counterfeiting and infringing scheme and cause harm to Plaintiffs. Moreover, 

Defendants are using Plaintiffs’ respective famous names and trademarks to drive Internet 

consumer traffic to their e-commerce stores or websites operating under the Seller IDs and Subject 
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Domain Names, thereby increasing the value of the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names and 

decreasing the size and value of Plaintiffs’ legitimate marketplace at Plaintiffs’ expense. 

COMMON FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

Apple Corp’s Business and Trademark Rights 

17. Apple Corps is the owner of all rights in and to the following trademarks, which 

are valid and registered on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

(collectively, the “BEATLES Marks”):  

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number Registration Date Class(es) / Good(s) 

 
THE BEATLES 

 
1,752,120 February 16, 1993 

IC 018 – Wallets. 
 
IC 025 - Headwear, sweatshirts, t-shirts, shirts.  

BEATLES 4,373,956 July 30, 2013 

 
IC 009 - Musical sound and video recordings; 
motion picture films featuring music, musicians, 
caricatures, cartoons, animation, documentaries, 
biographies, interviews of individuals in the 
music and movie industry, fan interviews, 
movie and music reviews, drama and fiction; 
video game software; decorative refrigerator 
magnets; computer keyboard accessories, 
namely, mouse pads; phonograph records 
featuring music, gramophone records featuring 
music; audio compact discs featuring music; 
downloadable audio and video recordings 
featuring music; prerecorded digital versatile 
compact discs, featuring music, films of 
musicians, caricatures, cartoons or animation; 
musical juke boxes; gramophone players; boxes 
and cases specially adapted for holding 
gramophone records. 
 
IC 018 - Luggage, clutch bags, rucksacks, 
backpacks, umbrellas; bags, namely, handbags, 
shoulder bags, all-purpose sports bags, carry-on 
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Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number Registration Date Class(es) / Good(s) 

flight bags, suitcases, school bags, satchels, gym 
bags, tote bags, textile shopping bags. 
 
IC 020 - Money boxes not of metal; cushions; 
pillows; ornaments, statuettes, figurines, trinket 
boxes and lamps bases made from plastic, resin; 
key rings, key fobs and key chains, not of metal. 
 
IC 021 – Beverage glassware; statuettes and 
figurines of ceramic; plates; drinking vessels, 
namely, glasses, mugs, jugs, and tankards not of 
precious metal; bottles, namely,  sport bottles 
sold empty, and vacuum bottles; insulated 
bottles, namely, thermal insulated bottles and 
flasks for beverages; cookie jars; coasters other 
than of paper or of table linen; serving trays not 
of precious metal; drinking glasses; bottle 
openers; lunch boxes; shaped cookie cutters; 
small domestic containers, namely, piggy banks 
not of metal, salt and pepper shakers, salt and 
pepper pots not of precious metal; tea cups and 
saucers; coasters not of paper and other than 
table linen, namely, coasters made of ceramic 
tiles for beverages. 
 
IC 024 - Household linen; bed linen; bed sheets, 
pillowcases, towels. 
 
IC 025 - Footwear and headgear, namely, hats 
and caps; clothing, namely, shirts, polo shirts, t-
shirts, sweatshirts; jackets, coats; scarves; neck-
ties; socks; long-sleeved shirts and long sleeved 
t-shirts; fleece tops; thermal tops; jerseys; tank 
tops; swim wear; slippers; cloth babies' bibs. 
 

 

The BEATLES Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of quality 

goods in the classes identified above. True and correct copies of the Certificates of Registration 

for the BEATLES Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “1.” 
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18. The BEATLES Marks have been extensively and continuously used in interstate 

commerce to identify and distinguish a variety of quality goods. The BEATLES Marks have been 

in use by Apple Corps since long before the Defendants’ use of counterfeits of the BEATLES 

Marks. 

19. The BEATLES Marks are symbols of Apple Corps’ quality, reputation and 

enormous goodwill and have never been abandoned. 

20. The BEATLES Marks are well known and famous. Apple Corps and its licensees 

expend substantial resources in developing, advertising, and otherwise promoting the BEATLES 

Marks. The BEATLES Marks qualify as famous marks as that term is used in 15 U.S.C. 

§1125(c)(1). 

21. Further, Apple Corps and its licensees extensively use, advertise, and promote the 

BEATLES Marks in the United States in association with the sale of quality goods. Apple Corps 

and its licensees expend significant resources promoting the BEATLES Marks and products 

bearing and/or using the BEATLES Marks on the Internet, and via its official website, 

www.thebeatlesstore.com. Apple Corps’ prominent use of the BEATLES Marks has further 

enhanced the BEATLES Marks’ recognition and fame with members of the consuming public. In 

the last few years alone, Apple Corps has experienced substantial sales of its high quality goods. 

22. The worldwide popularity of the Beatles musical compositions, musical recordings, 

and the enormous sales of goods bearing and/or using the Beatles’ name, have resulted in the 

widespread recognition of the “Beatles” brand. As a result of Apple Corps’ use, promotion and 

advertisement of the Beatles brand, members of the consuming public readily identify merchandise 

bearing or sold using the BEATLES Marks as being quality merchandise sponsored and approved 

by Apple Corps. 
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23. Accordingly, the BEATLES Marks are among the most widely recognized 

trademarks in the United States, and the trademarks have achieved substantial secondary meaning 

among consumers as identifiers of quality goods. 

24. Apple Corps’ has carefully monitored and policed the use of the BEATLES Marks 

and has never assigned or licensed the BEATLES Marks to any of the Defendants in this matter. 

25. Genuine goods bearing and/or using the BEATLES Marks are widely legitimately 

advertised, promoted, and offered for sale by Apple Corps, and its authorized licensees, via the 

Internet. Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, 

and Bing is important to Apple Corps’ overall marketing and consumer education efforts. Thus, 

Apple Corps expends significant resources on Internet marketing and consumer education which 

allow Apple Corps and its authorized licensees to educate consumers fairly and legitimately about 

the value associated with the BEATLES Marks and the goods sold thereunder.  

Subafilms’ Trademark Rights 

26. Subafilms is the owner of all rights in and to the following trademark, which is 

valid and registered on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

(the “YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number Registration Date Class(es) / Good(s) 

 3,328,170 November 6, 2007 

 
IC 009 - Musical sound and video recordings; 
gramophone records featuring music; audio 
compact discs featuring music; pre-recorded 
digital versatile discs featuring music; video 
discs featuring music, musicians, caricatures, 
cartoons or animation; motion picture films 
featuring music, musicians, caricatures, 
cartoons or animation; computer game 
software; video game software; interactive 
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Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number Registration Date Class(es) / Good(s) 

entertainment software for generating games, 
puzzles, images, musical entertainment, 
visual entertainment or movie clips; 
sunglasses; eyeglass cases; magnets; fridge 
magnets; mouse pads being accessories for 
keyboards; telephone apparatus, namely, 
covers for mobile telephones; straps for 
mobile telephones; and downloadable sound 
and video records featuring music, musicians, 
caricatures, cartoons, animation, movie clips, 
album art or music memorabilia images 
provided over broadcast, communications, 
satellite and computer networks. 
 
IC 024 - Household linen; bed linen; 
bedspreads; bed sheets, pillowcases, towels. 
 
IC 025 - Shirts; polo shirts; t-shirts; long-
sleeved shirts and long-sleeved t-shirts; 
sweatshirts; jackets; pullovers; vests; scarves; 
neck-ties; hats; caps; sock; thermal tops; 
jerseys; sweaters; tank tops; pajamas; clothing 
for toddlers, infants and babies namely, one 
piece garments for infants and toddlers, sleep 
suits, t-shirts and long-sleeved t-shirts. 
 

 
The YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark is used in connection with the manufacture and distribution 

of quality goods in the class also identified above. A true and correct copy of the Certificate of 

Registration for the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark is attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “2.” 

27. The YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark has been extensively and continuously used in 

interstate commerce to identify and distinguish a variety of quality goods. The YELLOW 

SUBMARINE Mark has been in use by Subafilms since long before the Defendants’ use of 

counterfeits of the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark. 
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28. The YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark is a symbol of Subafilms’ quality, reputation 

and enormous goodwill and has never been abandoned. 

29. The YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark is well known and famous.  Subafilms and its 

licensees expend significant resources developing, advertising, and otherwise promoting the 

YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark. The YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark qualifies as a famous mark 

as that term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

30. Further, Subafilms and its licensees extensively use, advertise, and promote the 

YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark in the United States in association with the sale of quality goods. 

Subafilms and its licensees expends significant resources promoting the YELLOW SUBMARINE 

Mark and products bearing and/or using the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark, on the Internet via 

the website, www.thebeatlesstore.com. Subafilms’ prominent use of the YELLOW SUBMARINE 

Mark has further enhanced the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark’s recognition and fame with 

members of the consuming public. 

31. As a result of Subafilms’ efforts, members of the consuming public readily identify 

merchandise bearing or sold using the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark as being quality 

merchandise sponsored and approved by Subafilms. 

32. Accordingly, the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark is among the most widely 

recognized trademarks in the United States, and the trademark has achieved substantial secondary 

meaning among consumers as an identifier of quality goods. 

33. Subafilms has carefully monitored and policed the use of the YELLOW 

SUBMARINE Mark and has never assigned or licensed the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark to any 

of the Defendants in this matter. 
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34. Genuine goods bearing and/or using the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark are widely 

legitimately advertised, promoted, and offered for sale by Subafilms through its authorized 

licensees via the Internet. Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such 

as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Subafilms’ overall marketing and consumer education 

efforts. Thus, Subafilms expends significant resources on Internet marketing and consumer 

education which allow Subafilms and its authorized licensees to educate consumers fairly and 

legitimately about the value associated with the YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark and the goods 

sold thereunder. 

Defendants’ Infringing Activities 

35. Defendants are each promoting and advertising, distributing, offering for sale, 

and/or selling goods in interstate commerce using counterfeit and confusingly similar imitations 

of one or more of the BEATLES Marks and/or YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark (the “Counterfeit 

Goods”) through at least the Internet based e-commerce stores or commercial Internet websites 

operating under the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names. Specifically, Defendants are using the 

BEATLES Marks and/or YELLOW SUBMARINE Mark (collectively, “Plaintiffs’ Marks”) to 

initially attract online consumers and drive them to Defendants’ e-commerce stores and websites 

operating under the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names. Defendants are each using virtually 

identical copies of one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks for different quality goods. Plaintiffs have used 

their respective Marks extensively and continuously before Defendants began offering counterfeit 

and confusingly similar imitations of Plaintiffs’ merchandise. 

36. Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods are of a quality substantially different than that of 

Plaintiffs’ genuine goods. Defendants are actively using, promoting and otherwise advertising, 

distributing, selling and/or offering for sale substantial quantities of their Counterfeit Goods with 
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the knowledge and intent that such goods will be mistaken for the genuine quality goods offered 

for sale by Plaintiffs despite Defendants’ knowledge that they are without authority to use 

Plaintiffs’ Marks. Defendants’ actions are likely to cause confusion of consumers who will believe 

all of Defendants’ goods offered for sale in Defendants’ e-commerce stores and websites are 

genuine goods originating from, associated with, and/or approved by Plaintiffs. 

37. Defendants advertise their e-commerce stores and websites, including their 

Counterfeit Goods, to the consuming public via at least the e-commerce stores and/or websites 

under the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names. In so doing, Defendants improperly and 

unlawfully use one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks without authority. 

38. Most Defendants are, upon information and belief, concurrently employing and 

benefitting from substantially similar advertising and marketing strategies based, in large measure, 

upon an illegal use of counterfeits and infringements of one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

Specifically, Defendants are using counterfeits and infringements of at least one of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks to make their e-commerce stores and websites selling illegal goods appear more relevant 

and attractive to consumers searching for both Plaintiffs’ and non-Plaintiffs’ goods and 

information online. By their actions, Defendants are contributing to the creation and maintenance 

of an illegal marketplace operating in parallel to the legitimate marketplace for Plaintiffs’ 

respective genuine goods. Defendants are causing individual, concurrent, and indivisible harm to 

Plaintiffs and the consuming public by (i) depriving Plaintiffs and other third parties of their right 

to fairly compete for space online and within search engine results and reducing the visibility of 

Plaintiffs’ genuine goods on the World Wide Web, and (ii) causing an overall degradation of the 

value of the goodwill associated with Plaintiffs’ Marks. 
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39. Defendants are concurrently conducting and targeting their counterfeiting and 

infringing activities toward consumers and likely causing unified harm within this district and 

elsewhere throughout the United States. As a result, Defendants are defrauding Plaintiffs and the 

consuming public for Defendants’ own benefit. 

40. At all times relevant hereto, Defendants in this action had full knowledge of 

Plaintiffs’ respective ownership of Plaintiffs’ Marks, including their respective, exclusive rights to 

use and license such intellectual property and the goodwill associated therewith. 

41. Defendants’ use of Plaintiffs’ Marks, including the promotion and advertisement, 

reproduction, distribution, sale and offering for sale of their Counterfeit Goods, is without 

Plaintiffs’ consent or authorization. 

42. Defendants are engaging in the above-described illegal counterfeiting and 

infringing activities knowingly and intentionally or with reckless disregard or willful blindness to 

Plaintiffs’ rights for the purpose of trading on Plaintiffs’ respective goodwill and reputations. If 

Defendants’ intentional counterfeiting and infringing activities are not preliminarily and 

permanently enjoined by this Court, Plaintiffs and the consuming public will continue to be 

harmed. 

43. Defendants’ above identified infringing activities are likely to cause confusion, 

deception, and mistake in the minds of consumers before, during, and after the time of purchase. 

Moreover, Defendants’ wrongful conduct is likely to create a false impression and deceive 

consumers into believing there is a connection or association between Plaintiffs’ respective, 

genuine goods and Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods, which there is not. 

44. Defendants’ payment and financial accounts, including but not limited to those 

specifically set forth on Schedule “A,” are being used by Defendants to accept, receive, and deposit 
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profits from Defendants’ trademark counterfeiting and infringing and unfairly competitive 

activities connected to their Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names and any other alias e-commerce 

stores, seller identification names, websites or domain names being used and/or controlled by 

them. 

45. Further, Defendants are likely to transfer or secret their assets to avoid payment of 

any monetary judgment awarded to Plaintiffs. 

46. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. 

47. Plaintiffs are suffering irreparable injury and have suffered substantial damages 

because of Defendants’ unauthorized and wrongful use of Plaintiffs Marks. If Defendants’ 

counterfeiting and infringing, and unfairly competitive activities are not preliminarily and 

permanently enjoined by this Court, Plaintiffs and the consuming public will continue to be 

harmed. 

48. The harm and damages sustained by Plaintiffs have been directly and proximately 

caused by Defendants’ wrongful reproduction, use, advertisement, promotion, offers to sell, and 

sale of their Counterfeit Goods. 

COUNT I - TRADEMARK COUNTERFEITING AND INFRINGEMENT 
PURSUANT TO § 32 OF THE LANHAM ACT (15 U.S.C. § 1114) 

 
49. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 48 above. 

50. This is an action for trademark counterfeiting and infringement against Defendants 

based on their use of counterfeit and confusingly similar imitations of Plaintiffs’ Marks in 

commerce in connection with the promotion, advertisement, distribution, offering for sale and sale 

of the Counterfeit Goods.  
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51. Defendants are promoting and otherwise advertising, selling, offering for sale, and 

distributing goods bearing and/or using counterfeits and/or infringements of one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ Marks. Defendants are continuously infringing and inducing others to infringe 

Plaintiffs’ Marks by using one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks to advertise, promote, sell, and offer 

to sell counterfeit and infringing versions of Plaintiffs’ branded goods.  

52. Defendants’ concurrent counterfeiting and infringing activities are likely to cause 

and are causing confusion, mistake, and deception among members of the trade and the general 

consuming public as to the origin and quality of Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods. 

53. Defendants’ unlawful actions have caused and are continuing to cause 

unquantifiable damages to Plaintiffs and are unjustly enriching Defendants with profits at 

Plaintiffs’ expense. 

54. Defendants’ above-described unlawful actions constitute counterfeiting and 

infringement of Plaintiffs’ Marks in violation of Plaintiffs’ respective rights under § 32 of the 

Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1114. 

55. Plaintiffs have suffered and will continue to suffer irreparable injury and damages 

due to Defendants’ above described activities if Defendants are not preliminarily and permanently 

enjoined. Additionally, Defendants will continue to wrongfully profit from their illegal activities. 

COUNT II - FALSE DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN 
PURSUANT TO § 43(a) OF THE LANHAM ACT (15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)) 

 
56. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 48 above.   

57. Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods bearing, using, offered for sale, and sold using 

copies of one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks have been widely advertised and offered for sale 

throughout the United States via the internet. 
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58. Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods bearing, offered for sale, and sold using copies of 

at least one of Plaintiffs’ Marks are virtually identical in appearance to Plaintiffs’ respective 

genuine goods. Accordingly, Defendants’ activities are likely to cause confusion in the trade and 

among consumers as to at least the origin or sponsorship of their Counterfeit Goods.  

59. Defendants have used in connection with their advertisement, offer for sale, and 

sale of their Counterfeit Goods, false designations of origin and false descriptions and 

representations, including words or other symbols and trade dress, which tend to falsely describe 

or represent such goods and have caused such goods to enter commerce in the United States with 

full knowledge of the falsity of such designations of origin and such descriptions and 

representations, all to Plaintiffs’ detriment. 

60. Defendants have each authorized infringing uses of at least one of Plaintiffs’ Marks 

in Defendants’ advertisement and promotion of their counterfeit and infringing branded goods. 

Some Defendants have also misrepresented to members of the consuming public that the 

Counterfeit Goods being advertised and sold by them are genuine, non-infringing goods. 

61. Additionally, Defendants are using counterfeits and infringements of one or more 

of Plaintiffs’ Marks to unfairly compete with Plaintiffs and others for space within organic and 

paid search engine and social media results, thereby depriving Plaintiffs of a valuable marketing 

and educational tool which would otherwise be available to Plaintiffs and reducing the visibility 

of Plaintiffs’ respective, genuine goods on the World Wide Web and across social media platforms. 

62. Defendants’ above-described actions are in violation of Section 43(a) of the 

Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §1125(a). 

63. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. Plaintiffs have each suffered and will 

continue to suffer irreparable injury and damages due to Defendants’ above-described activities if 
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Defendants are not preliminarily and permanently enjoined. Additionally, Defendants will 

continue to wrongfully profit from their illegal activities. 

COUNT III - COMMON LAW UNFAIR COMPETITION. 

64. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 48 above. 

65. This is an action against Defendants based on their promotion, advertisement, 

distribution, sale and/or offering for sale of goods using or bearing marks that are virtually identical 

to one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks in violation of Florida’s common law of unfair competition. 

66. Specifically, Defendants are promoting and otherwise advertising, selling, offering 

for sale and distributing counterfeit and infringing versions of Plaintiffs’ branded goods. 

Defendants are also each using counterfeits and infringements of one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks 

to unfairly compete with Plaintiffs and others for (i) space in search engine and social media results 

across an array of search terms and (ii) visibility on the World Wide Web. 

67. Defendants’ infringing activities are likely to cause and are causing confusion, 

mistake and deception among the consumers as to the origin and quality of Defendants’ e-

commerce stores and websites as a whole and all products sold therein by their use of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks. 

68. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law and are suffering irreparable injury and 

damages because of Defendants’ actions.  
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COUNT IV - COMMON LAW TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT 

69. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 48 above. 

70. Plaintiffs are the respective owners of all common law rights in and to their 

respective Plaintiffs’ Marks.  

71. This is an action for common law trademark infringement against Defendants based 

on their promotion, advertisement, offering for sale, and sale of their Counterfeit Goods using at 

least one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks.  

72. Specifically, each Defendant is promoting, and otherwise advertising, distributing, 

offering for sale, and selling goods using and bearing infringements of at least one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

73. Defendants’ infringing activities are likely to cause and are causing confusion, 

mistake and deception among consumers as to the origin and quality of Defendants’ Counterfeit 

Goods using Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

74. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law and are suffering damages and 

irreparable injury because of Defendants’ actions.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

75. WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment on all Counts of this Amended 

Complaint and an award of equitable relief and monetary relief against Defendants as follows: 

a. Entry of temporary, preliminary, and permanent injunctions pursuant to 15 

U.S.C. § 1116, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65 

enjoining Defendants, their agents, representatives, servants, employees, and all those acting in 

concert or participation therewith, from manufacturing or causing to be manufactured, importing, 
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advertising or promoting, distributing, selling or offering to sell their Counterfeit Goods; from 

infringing, counterfeiting, or diluting Plaintiffs’ Marks; from using Plaintiffs’ Marks, or any mark 

or trade dress similar thereto, in connection with the sale of any unauthorized goods; from using 

any logo, trade name or trademark or trade dress that may be calculated to falsely advertise the 

services or goods of Defendants as being sponsored by, authorized by, endorsed by, or in any way 

associated with Plaintiffs; from falsely representing themselves as being connected with Plaintiffs, 

through sponsorship or association, or engaging in any act that is likely to falsely cause members 

of the trade and/or of the purchasing public to believe any goods or services of Defendants, are in 

any way endorsed by, approved by, and/or associated with Plaintiffs; from using any reproduction, 

counterfeit, infringement, copy, or colorable imitation of Plaintiffs Marks in connection with the 

publicity, promotion, sale, or advertising of any goods sold by Defendants; from affixing, 

applying, annexing or using in connection with the sale of any goods, a false description or 

representation, including words or other symbols tending to falsely describe or represent 

Defendants’ goods as being those of Plaintiffs, or in any way endorsed by Plaintiffs and from 

offering such goods in commerce; from engaging in search engine optimization strategies using 

colorable imitations of Plaintiffs respective name or trademarks and from otherwise unfairly 

competing with Plaintiffs. 

b. Entry of temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctions pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and the Court’s inherent authority enjoining Defendants and 

all third parties with actual notice of an injunction issued by the Court from participating in, 

including providing financial services, technical services or other support to, Defendants in 

connection with the sale and distribution of non-genuine goods bearing and/or using counterfeits 

of Plaintiffs’ Marks. 
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c. Entry of an Order pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1116, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The 

All Writs Act, and the Court’s inherent authority, that upon Plaintiffs’ request, the Defendants and 

the top level domain (TLD) Registry for the Subject Domain Names, and any other domains used 

by Defendants, or their administrators, including backend registry operators or administrators, 

place the Subject Domain Names on Registry Hold status for the remainder of the registration 

period for any such domain names, thus removing them from the TLD zone files which link the 

Subject Domain Names, and any other domain names being used and/or controlled by Defendants 

to engage in the business of marketing, offering to sell, and/or selling goods bearing counterfeits 

and infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks, to the IP addresses where the associated websites are 

hosted. 

d. Entry of an Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

the Court’s inherent authority canceling for the life of the current registration or, at Plaintiffs’ 

election, transferring the Subject Domain Names and any other domain names used by Defendants 

to engage in their counterfeiting of Plaintiffs’ Marks at issue to Plaintiffs’ control so they may no 

longer be used for unlawful purposes. 

e. Entry of an Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

this Court’s inherent authority that upon Plaintiffs’ request, the applicable governing Internet 

marketplace website operators and/or administrators for the Seller IDs who are provided with 

notice of an injunction by the Court disable and/or cease facilitating access to the Seller IDs and 

any other alias e-commerce stores and seller identification names being used and/or controlled by 

Defendants to engage in the business of marketing, offering to sell, and/or selling goods bearing 

counterfeits and infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks. 
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f. Entry of an Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

this Court’s inherent authority that, upon Plaintiffs’ request, any Internet marketplace website 

operators, administrators, registrars and/or top level domain (TLD) Registry for the Seller IDs and 

Subject Domain Names who are provided with notice of an injunction issued by this Court identify 

any e-mail address known to be associated with Defendants’ respective Seller ID or Subject 

Domain Name. 

g. Entry of an Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

this Court’s inherent authority that upon Plaintiffs’ request, any Internet marketplace website 

operators and/or administrators who are provided with notice of an injunction issued by the Court 

permanently remove from the multiple platforms, which include, inter alia, a Direct platform, 

Group platform, Seller Product Management platform, Vendor Product Management platform, and 

Brand Registry platform, any and all listings and associated images of goods bearing counterfeits 

and/or infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks via the e-commerce stores operating under the Seller 

IDs, and upon Plaintiffs’ request, any other listings and images of goods bearing and/or using 

counterfeits and/or infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks associated with and/or linked to the same 

sellers or linked to any other alias seller identification names being used and/or controlled by 

Defendants to promote, offer for sale and/or sell goods bearing counterfeits and/or infringements 

of Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

h. Entry of an Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, that, 

upon Plaintiffs’ request, Defendants and any Internet marketplace website operators and/or 

administrators who are provided with notice of an injunction issued by the Court immediately 

cease fulfillment of and sequester all goods of each Defendant bearing one or more of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks in its inventory, possession, custody, or control, and surrender those goods to Plaintiffs.  
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i. Entry of an Order requiring Defendants to account to and pay Plaintiffs for 

all profits and damages resulting from Defendants’ trademark counterfeiting and infringing and 

unfairly competitive activities and that the award to Plaintiffs be trebled, as provided for under 15 

U.S.C. §1117, or, that Plaintiffs be awarded statutory damages from each Defendant in the amount 

of two million dollars ($2,000,000.00) per each counterfeit trademark used and product sold, as 

provided by 15 U.S.C. §1117(c)(2) of the Lanham Act. 

j. Entry of an award pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117 (a) and (b) of Plaintiffs’ 

costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and investigative fees associated with bringing this action. 

k. Entry of an Order pursuant to15 U.S.C. § 1116, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The 

All Writs Act, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65, and the Court’s inherent authority that, upon 

Plaintiffs’ request, Defendants and any financial institutions, payment processors, banks, escrow 

services, money transmitters, or marketplace platforms, and their related companies and affiliates, 

identify and restrain all funds, up to and including the total amount of judgment, in all financial 

accounts and/or sub-accounts used in connection with the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names 

or other alias seller identification names and/or e-commerce store names, domain names and/or 

websites used by Defendants presently or in the future, as well as any other related accounts of the 

same customer(s) and any other accounts which transfer funds into the same financial institution 

account(s), and remain restrained until such funds are surrendered to Plaintiffs in partial 

satisfaction of the monetary judgment entered herein. 

l. Entry of an Order requiring Defendants to pay the cost necessary to correct 

any erroneous impression the consuming public may have received or derived concerning the 

nature, characteristics, or qualities of Defendants’ products, including without limitation, the 

placement of corrective advertising and providing written notice to the public. 
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m. Entry of an award of pre-judgment interest on the judgment amount. 

n. Entry of an Order for any further relief as the Court may deem just and 

proper.                                                    

DATED: April 26, 2022.  Respectfully submitted, 
 
     STEPHEN M. GAFFIGAN, P.A. 
 
     By: s/Stephen M. Gaffigan 
     Stephen M. Gaffigan (Fla. Bar No. 025844) 
     Virgilio Gigante (Fla. Bar No. 082635) 
     T. Raquel Wiborg-Rodriguez (Fla. Bar. No. 103372) 
     401 East Las Olas Blvd., Suite 130-453 
     Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33301 
     Telephone: (954) 767-4819 
     E-mail: Stephen@smgpa.net 
     E-mail: Leo@smgpa.net 
     E-mail: Raquel@smgpa.net 
     Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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SCHEDULE A: 
DEFENDANTS BY NUMBER, SELLER ID, SUBJECT DOMAIN NAME  

AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNT INFORMATION 
 

Def. 
No. 

Defendant / Seller ID / 
Subject Domain Name 

Financial Account 
Information: Store No. / 
PayPal Account / Payee Merchant ID 

Amazon Item ASIN / 
Infringing Product Number / 
Additional E-mail Addresses 

1 AAA Sky A2I8TDTP75074F   
B09LTWK2VP  
B09LTWRLSF 

2 Alejandro Giron - VN9 AXE9SGOR73YGH   B08CMDB3N2 

3 Bryce Store A1XETJUTKMFXD7   B08D63SPBY 

4 daandong1 A1TJDIY529U099   
B0925946H4    
B08SM748T6 

5 DFGDFGHFGJGHBSD A35TGNY7UYVB9R   B08PBVP7LF 

6 GXQTZZKJYXGS AG3Q4V7TGDJF4   
B09N93234L  
B09NN3B97V 

7 LE THU TRANG A4KIH3KO0FVS7   B08L6VKYS3 

8 
Lelianmeng Technology 
Co., Ltd. A9EHLUFKCUW1P   B08PBX2XY5 

9 Li. Firm A3RWY0CXG12PIX   B09JWNFMK4    

10 LiDeJianDeGongSi A1ZX336WYM3ZYL   B08PBT8VJM 

11 LonggangStore A3W1ZRTHQB7TXY   B08PBW5BL6 

12 mengfei zhang A2J2CCTCTW91GT   B08PBT8VJM 

13 pan han02 A1H1ZN2IOW4CXD   B08PBT8VJM 

14 shieryoupin A1G2BC7D4DNVWD   B08PBWS5HN 

15 Street Art Tee A3KSTQY80LJNJF   B08PF7MKYH 

16 
Uilove SHOP a.k.a 
JUNJUNBAIHUO A2F2HWSJ8TTIPW   B08PBWS5HN 

17 VS TEE AOF1BC9EPS630   B09DGJ9JJF 

18 winter melon trade AGG6TQJQ9T2OJ   B08BBXW3XD 

19 wuzexian007uso A1N8WSPGA20KP8   B08PBWS5HN 

20 YISHANY A1XTE2HTGIGG33   B08PBWS5HN 

21 YuePai store A1I0QPGX06ZHFO   B08PBWS5HN 

22 YuHongDianZi A1YSB44U6FCO51   B08PBWS5HN 

23 Yunying Shop A2B60CX7HSSIBS   B08PBVP7LF 
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24 张木雷 A2Y1P8GBBQM7M9   B09P66N451 

25 abdimukanda-0 
Transaction ID: 
2A1639178J163594X eBay  

26 adisamukanda_0  
Transaction ID: 
3S667241CG2750217 eBay  

27 anadwahyud0 
Transaction ID: 
7HN83802CH037990N eBay  

28 andhat58 
Transaction ID: 
3RF707891F532953C eBay  

29 antosadew0  
Transaction ID: 
6FX88953LG207764Y eBay  

30 antowieragun_0 
Transaction ID: 
6AY32141MR4653147 eBay  

31 ayca-8672  
Transaction ID: 
6BP956669U039494N eBay  

32 frahud-98 
Transaction ID: 
3EL51920TC089461N eBay  

33 hendrsukarma0 
Transaction ID: 
1JC2308893869934T eBay  

34 jaksambun_0 
Transaction ID: 
26E92516AJ7231629 eBay  

35 khohadi-0 
Transaction ID: 
7MG937342H6813417 eBay  

36 kunmahe_0 
Transaction ID: 
3YB8270814990012D eBay  

37 qd1440 
Transaction ID: 
3R421315JR650720U eBay  

38 qwwq48 
Transaction ID: 
9RD91572V23003415 eBay  

39 sudimahadijay_0  
Transaction ID: 
3U208045PK236821U eBay  

40 supiskand0 
Transaction ID: 
54E13661LB1268103 eBay  

41 IIrisshop 5defa3d463cc4a12e9b5595c   5df70ac107929d33d57a1528 

42 Jason E. Tieman 5e97e5c5ea18a54652ccc622   5f0c4f218cc65510d5d95f68 

43 Mason Minh 61509d871526d519938708c3   6152d0fb56afd25a646a5603 

44 ShashinanyiiDy 5e6caf4a6bab200682b7f471   5f493ea15a51f60483ce258c 

45 wanglonglong2884 613494e04074e162376e8a20   61406fa17907f4e6894cfabf 

46 xavi el grande 5f7866a6996f23abfb50c427   5fb3b1c6e982b056affa9126 

47 99teeshop.com ParuTex YZ7S6ZKL8E6TL contact@99teeshop.com 

contact@parutex.com   

48 2020huaweitee.com Nguyen Hung Vuong KG5MBRKV6GKXA sp.moteesfe@gmail.com 
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48 poseidontee.com Nguyen Hung Vuong KG5MBRKV6GKXA sp.moteesfe@gmail.com 

48 
 

luxurioushirt.com 
  

Nguyen Hung Vuong KG5MBRKV6GKXA sp.moteesfe@gmail.com 

teefeetshirt01@gmail.com     

48 dominikshirt.com Nguyen Minh Thien 7F9NGKCSCBMKY sp.moteesfe@gmail.com 

48 seryldatee.com vongolashop QPBCNY6D7JXZN dominikshirt.sp@gmail.com 

48 shureliatee.com vongolashop QPBCNY6D7JXZN dominikshirt.sp@gmail.com 

49 animalswiley.com 
  
  

Animalswiley UBY3WTYTME4XW support@animalswiley.com 

NGUYEN VAN HUY     

Stovall58390@boateting.com     

50 bastore.net 

bastore.net Shirts | Shop 
Funny T Shirts | Make Your 
Own Custom T Shirts JAAHD7F9N9J4L support@bastore.net 

50 everestshirt.com 

everestshirt.com Shirts | Shop 
Funny T Shirts | Make Your 
Own Custom 
T Shirts JAAHD7F9N9J4L support@everestshirt.com 

51 
  
  

blanketshub.com 
  
  

BlanketsHub Ltd J7JYJZFAK5LY8 support@blanketshub.com 

Truong Cong Toan     

Paymentsoeasy@gmail.com     

52 
  

bondtee.com 
  

Bondtee UMKM6UD53XHU4 contact@bondtee.com 

xuanbinh1195@gmail.com     

53 
  

byraniksi.com 
  

Sandy Eka Paksi E9KKV3NCPKJJ8 contact@byraniksi.com 

sandyeka777@gmail.com     

54 camaelshirt.com Limotees 2YALXKYM3L8V8 
camaelshirt@gmail.com 
support@hottrendtees.com 

55 
  

caseneon.com 
  

ameera D8HHPVGWPEG44 contact@caseneon.com 

hokuijarwo@gmail.com     

56 checkout.herlayprint.com 
  
  

Herlayprint BOUTIQUE The 
Funny Tshirt 8W6XNVQ45L4R8 

herlayprint@gmail.com 
directortshirt@gmail.com 

Phan Thi Nam     

jashtynpotter@gmail.com     

57 
chiffontee.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Thục Nghị 37LS35SMDGG7E 

support@chiffontee.com 
support@amzingprints.com 
sale.hadestee@gmail.com 
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57 
creamtee.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Thục Nghị 37LS35SMDGG7E 

support@creamtee.com 
support@amzingprints.com 
rippineenhowardtqi@gmail.co
m 

57 
  

milotees.com a.k.a. 
lamertee.com 
  

NGUYEN LAP TRUNG C572HMFQ52ETN 

 
lovetrendingtees@gmail.com 
sale.hadestee@gmail.com 

nguyenlaptrung1106@outlook
.com     

57 
mammatee.com a.k.a 
lamertee.com   C572HMFQ52ETN 

sale@hadestee.com 
lovetrendingtees@gmail.com  

57 
  

mochitee.com a.k.a. 
shametee.com 
  

NGUYEN LAP TRUNG C572HMFQ52ETN 

sale@mochitee.com  
sale.hadestee@gmail.com 
lovetrendingtees@gmail.com 

nguyenlaptrung1106@outlook
.com     

57 
tarttee.com a.k.a. 
shametee.com NGUYEN LAP TRUNG C572HMFQ52ETN 

sale@tarttee.com 
lovetrendingtees@gmail.com 
sale.hadestee@gmail.com 

57 
toasttee.com a.k.a. 
shametee.com NGUYEN LAP TRUNG C572HMFQ52ETN 

lovetrendingtees@gmail.com 
sale@toasttee.com 
sale.hadestee@gmail.com 

57 
tomfordtee.com a.k.a. 
shametee.com NGUYEN LAP TRUNG C572HMFQ52ETN lovetrendingtees@gmail.com 

57 
grinchtee.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@grinchtee.com 
support@amzingprints.comsuppor
t@grinchtee.com 

57 
neptunetee.com 
a.k.a. amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@neptunetee.com 
support@amzingprints.com 

57 
piepietee.com 
a.k.a. amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@amzingprints.com  
support@piepietee.com 

57 
ponytee.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@ponytee.com 
support@amzingprints.com 

57 
sheepstee.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@sheepstee.com 
support@amzingprints.com 

57 
ovaltee.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@ovaltee.com 
support@amzingprints.com 

57 
owltee.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@amzingprints.com 
support@owltee.com 

57 
yamtees.com a.k.a. 
amzingprints.com Đăng Cần Chi 2Z4YJHM4WT4DG 

support@yamtees.com 
support@amzingprints.com 

57 
onionstee.com a.k.a. 
orangestee.com Lu Thi Hai Yen 7HY2CYDYXQ88S 

fashionshirt2021@gmail.com 
support@onionstee.com 
support@orangestee.com 
sale.hadestee@gmail.com 

58 
  
  

colinstore.com 
  
  

Collinstore FFDYEXCUAV4NW support@colinstore.com 

Bao Trung     

baotrung304@hotmail.com     
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59 
  
  

crushhomes.com 
  
  

CrushHomes PLUA4AZJL7786 support@crushhomes.com 

Crush Design     

support@crushhomes.com     

60 desains.com usa createes inc 7BALQGDZKXCC4 INFO@DESAINS.COM 

61 
  

ellymarts.com 
  

Đào Ngọc Thanh Lan QEA4R8B6MT43N sp.ellymarts.com@gmail.com  

supneptune01@gmail.com     

62 
  

fadogear.com 
  

Project E20 J556XPR5YLKRL support@fadogear.com 
tuanhungnguyen554@gmail.c
om     

63 
  

fanclubsp.com 
  

Tong Thi Van YXPV2T39ANBYQ support@fanclubsp.com 

nhatthanh581776@gmail.com     

64 
  
  

heiheiworld.com 
  
  

Heiheiworld 7F8JWFC8XML6Y 
support@heiheiworld.com  
heiheiworld@gmail.com 

Beach Inc     

payment@heiheiworld.com     

65 
  

heliotee.com 
  

Tran Cong Loc XWHXZRLULMTL2 support@heliotee.com 
nguyentuananh09012000@gm
ail.com     

66 
  
  

hipmodes.com 
  
  

Hipmodes.com – classic t-shirt 
designs K6555XWFZW5LQ Hipmodesstore@gmail.com 

Dao Quy Viet     
mcravenvergie112552@gmail.
com     

67 
  

hnkshirt.com 
  

THIÊN HÙNG PHẠM TM8UWRJ4NNB68 myteamsppro@gmail.com 

sanjay252@gttnmail.com     

67 
mixiclothing.com a.k.a 
hnkmerch.com sanjay252@gttnmail.com TM8UWRJ4NNB68 myteamsppro@gmail.com 

67 
  

mountainteeshirt.com a.k.a. 
mysimplymerch.com 
  

Pham Van Truong CR7VKKDMP7FQE 
myteamsppro@gmail.com 
xfrogclothing@gmail.com 

365inlovelothingllcc@gmail.c
om     

67 
  

mycoronastyle.com 
  

Alvastore K8J9VM67V8QPJ myteamsppro@gmail.com 

ktstoreshirt@gmail.com     

67 
  

zorot-shirt.com a.k.a 
alvaclothing.com 
  

Tran Quoc Hoang YMBTDK9VCUAN4 myteamsppro@gmail.com 

paypalhoang@gmail.com     
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68 

like-
mommyside.mybigcommer
ce.com Yume Sculpture EBZSS3NZRJZAY contact.bobbyshop@gmail.com  

69 
  

limorico.co 
  

Nguyen Thi Thu Phuong 5QPF29AYPVWC8 support@limorico.co 
phuongnguyen280501@gmail.
com     

70 
  

makrtees.com 
  

365InLoveStore 2SQDGCN749NB6 
teamspshirt@gmail.com 
support@mytrendingshirt.com 

365merchllc@gmail.com     

71 
  

maverickpp.com 
  

Ngo Ha Bac DDN2ZV5VFN65Q Support@maverickpp.com 

ngohabac.hau@gmail.com     

72 
  
  

mfamilygift.com 
  
  

Mfamilygift - Cool Gifts for 
You  KP9MN5TE5KD6Y support@mfamilygift.com 

Nguyen Duc Kien     

rickynguyen0212@gmail.com     

73 
  
  

movaido.com 
  
  

Movaido - Trending T-shirt, 
Tank Tops, Hoodies, 
Sweatshirts 97QU27SGY6EUW contact@movaido.com 

Bui Quang Vinh     

vinhbq210@gmail.com     

74 
  

mowment.com 
  

Robert Braden GX4UCM3RPL44N support@mowment.com 

payment@mowment.com     

75 nfltshirt.com NFL T-Shirts Store ZEYUTWJDUGVRW 
support@nfltshirt.com. 
customercare@nfltshirt.com 

76 
 

ozcloth.com 
 

Diptya Adri Baskara X7UQK2GWV2WBU ozclothclothing@gmail.com 

RISMA HANNA HAFIDHA MQ6L6FJTBMPN6   

herysusilo@outlook.com     

77 
  

postilar.com 
  

Huanke Technology Co., Ltd LH784G6BJY26G service@postilar.com 

jinjxin@163.com     

78 
  

printblur.com 
  

Printblur VHBYJ2B7RR6VG support@printblur.com 

support@printblur.com     

79 printerval.com 

Printerval.com V6ELKD6DK66UQ 
support@printerval.com 
support6@printerval.com 

printerval.com@gmail.com     
 

80 
 
shopoutstore.com shopoutstore.com A4FBH6KMXUXPC 

support@shopoutstore.com 
tacyshrevert073@gmail.com 
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  PHAN THE THANH     

jenniferdamicoblue@gmail.co
m     

81 
  

simplyideatees.com 
  

ztee90 store SD548GFTUVNKS support@simplyideatees.com 

payment@simplyideatees.com     

82 
  
  

snapteeshirt.com 
  
  

Snapteeshirt ZP5RJK6E4GTTW 
support@snapteeshirt.com  
fulfillmentcenter08@gmail.com 

Ho Thi Kim Son     

ppkimson@gmail.com     

83 
  

sockslovely.com 
  

EPP TIMES LTD QWS4VP7DMHXCN support@sockslovely.com  
safe.payment.eshop@gmail.co
m     

84 
  
  

storebunch.com 
  
  

Storebunch F8EM7EYMTVF5W order@storebunch.com 

PrintFactorie     

mail@printfactorie.com     

85 
  

teecases.com 
  

Sisil JGADT6BULT3ZY 
admin@teecases.com  
sales@teecases.com 

sisilemah@gmail.com     

86 
  
  

teeducky.com 
  
  

TeeDucky  Y5APKBSLXYZ82 support@teeducky.com 
NGUYEN HOANG YEN 
NHI     

support@teepubaa.com     

86 
  
  

teepubaa.com 
  
  

TeePuBaa KBCYDDTPCBTXL support@pmtee.com 

KINH QUANG THANG     

support@teeducky.com     

87 
  
  

teehz.com 
  
  

TEEHZ – Boutique Designers 
| Dresses, Clothing, 
Accessories T8L2BNR3USUVE contact@teehz.com 

Bui Dieu Linh     

tutulinh9196@gmail.com     

88 
  
  

titi-store.com 
  
  

Titi Store TFF6BV5RB7GWC support@titi-store.com 

GRAINNE PICPODZ LTD     

support@simaria.uk     

89 wingfinn.com Basesplace V7NNN3TH6YFPQ support@wingfinn.com 
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  Trần Minh Cường     

baophan.fs@gmail.com     

90 
  

wishiny.com 
  

赟跻 黄 PNYZ9QDQDVZZG admin@wishiny.com 

wishiny2008@gmail.com     

91 
adanashirt.com a.k.a 
geminipremiumldt.com 

MACHOMEEPREMIUM.CO
M 

Order No. 490180 
Transaction Date - 
3/28/2022 
Posted Date - 3/29/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
MACHOMEEPREMIU
M.COM gteampremium@gmail.com 

92 armymerch.shop LUTZ CLOTHING 

Order No. 2413745 
Transaction Date - 
2/9/2022 
Posted Date - 2/10/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Discount stores 
Merchant Name - LUTZ 
CLOTHING 

info@armymerch.shop 
mail@ecomies.com 

93 bluefarmdeco.com BLUEFARMDECO 

Order No. 49331 
Transaction Date - 
2/14/2022 
Posted Date - 2/15/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
BLUEFARMDECO sales@bluefarmdeco.com 

94 blueteesshirt.com T7TSHIRT2B.XYZ 

Order No. 82609 
Transaction Date - 
2/9/2022 
Posted Date - 2/10/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
T7TSHIRT2BXYZ sale@hadestee.com 

95 
dmhshirt.com a.k.a. 
xfrogclothing.com LEMONMERCH.COM 

Order No. 810832 
Transaction Date - 
3/28/2022 
Posted Date - 3/29/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
LEMONMERCH.COM 

xfrogclothing@gmail.com 
teamsptee@gmail.com 
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95 
hutechtee.com a.k.a 
dhmmerch.com LEMONMERCH.COM 

Order No. 569394 
Transaction Date - 
2/9/2022 
Posted Date - 2/10/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
LEMONMERCH.COM 

teamsptee@gmail.com 
spdhmclothing@gmail.com 

95 
xfrogpremium.com a.k.a 
dhmmerch.com LEMONMERCH.COM 

Order No. 613626 
Transaction Date - 
2/9/2022 
Posted Date - 2/10/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
LEMONMERCH.COM 

spdhmclothing@gmail.com 
xfrogclothing@gmail.com 
teamsptee@gmail.com  

95 nvdteeshirt.com STORE TIANOOR 

Order No. 179866 
Transaction Date - 
1/18/2022 
Posted Date - 1/19/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
STORE TIANOOR teamsptee@gmail.com 

96 doveprints.com DOVEPRINTS 

Order No. 687068 
Transaction Date - 
3/28/2022 
Posted Date - 3/29/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
DOVEPRINTS support@doveprints.com 

97 lavaclothin.com IGBMERCH.COM 

Order No. #000000060 
Transaction Date - 
2/14/2022 
Posted Date - 2/15/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
IGBMERCH.COM support@lavaclothin.com 
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98 podxmas.com ZOES BEST FRIEND INC 

Order No. 53553 
Transaction Date - 
2/9/2022 
Posted Date - 2/10/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - ZOES 
BEST FRIEND 

 
admin@podxmas.com 
sales@podxmas.com 

99 
reviewtshirt.com a.k.a. 
hollytees.com SHIRTSMANGO.COM 

Order No. 
MooseTees236 
Transaction Date - 
3/28/2022 
Posted Date - 3/29/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
SHIRTSMANGO.COM 

Support@reviewtshirt.com 
Support@hollytees.com 

99 shirtsmango.com 
PAY WITH YOUR CREDIT 
C 

Order No. 
ShirtsMango565 
Transaction Date - 
3/28/2022 
Posted Date - 3/29/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - PAY 
WITH YOUR CREDIT 
C 

shirtsmango.com@gmail.com 
kernandatomazini@gmail.com 
info@shirtsmango.com 
Support@reviewshirt.com 

100 shirtshipfast.com MYGOOSESHIRT.COM 

Order No. 52368 
Transaction Date - 
3/28/2022 
Posted Date - 3/29/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
MYGOOSESHIRT.CO
M admin@shirtshipfast.com 

101 zikadoo.com ZIKADOO 

Order No. 141976 
Transaction Date - 
2/14/2022 
Posted Date - 2/15/2022 
Merchant Type - 
Clothing stores 
Merchant Name - 
ZIKADOO sales@zikadoo.com 
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